gravity jokes
Hedreen Gallery | September 8- November 17, 2018
In this experimental exhibition-as-conversation, curator Molly Mac invited six Seattle-based artists who
make art somewhere on a curatorially-imposed (collectively imagined?) continuum between the
disciplines of traditional sculpture and stand-up comedy to pose jokes about gravity and/or jokes with
gravity.
“DARE TO TRUST ME” -said the brick to the viewer to the window in an art gallery full of windows
(said Khadija Ann Tarver)
gravity jokes includes new works in installation, sculpture, storytelling, drawing, poetry, comedy and
animation from Dewa Dorje, Andy Fallat, Philippe Hyojung Kim, Mario Lemafa, E.T. Russian and Khadija
Ann Tarver- artists whose existing studio and performance practices engage topics of “gravity”, “joke”
and, perhaps most importantly, trust using a wide range of narrative strategies and material
methodologies.

but NOT________. you know?
Notes on the opening of an exhibition from curator Molly Mac (publication essay forthcoming)

While the conversation materialized in the gravity jokes exhibition began with a series of standard artistcurator studio visits in Spring and early Summer 2018, the exhibition gained its real momentum during a
six-hour (!) dinner conversation at my home in early July where most of the artists in the exhibition met
each other for the first time.
Roast chicken takeout (don’t worry!). Introductions. And then, what is a gravity joke? Something about
quantum physics. Memes. Material integrity. Self-editing. Timing. Balance. Fragility. Control. Climax(es).
Consensus. Consent. Then we told stories. We talked about viral collectivity vs. collectivity in real life.
We talked about the differences between art and comedy. We talked about boredom. We talked about
violence. We talked about agency, we talked about audience, we talked about identity, we talked about
authorship and we talked about access. We talked about our individual origins, our families, our search
histories, our trainings (academic and otherwise), our obsessions, our disciplines, our passions and our
day-to-day professions. See also: Cardi B… Robert Morris… Harmony Korine… Hannah Gadsby... and on…
and on… and on most topics we disagreed more than we agreed. We laughed-- a lot. We left going in all
our separate directions to produce an exhibition, but with the start of a shared analysis that was (and
still is) simultaneously inspiring, decentered and tentative. <insert nervous contagious laugh track>
The morning after the dinner I re-read skimmed Rosalind Krauss’s essay Sculpture in the Expanded Field
(October 8, Spring 1979) and I wrote this list as a working thesis:

but NOT_ just sculpture problems.
but NOT_ just comedy problems.
but NOT_ just one-liners.
but NOT_ just semiotics language games.
but NOT_ just physics.
but NOT_ just wit.
but NOT_ just craft.
but NOT_ just audience problems.
but NOT_ just institution problems.
but NOT_ just artist problems.
but NOT_ just form.
but NOT_ just substance.
but NOT_ just tension.
but NOT_ just timing.
but NOT_ just likes.
but NOT_ just laughs.
but NOT_ just gravity.
but NOT_ just jokes.

WORKS ON VIEW

Philippe Hyojung Kim (PHK on map)
All works 2018, produced at the Recology Cleanscapes Artist in Residence Program
(1) paint-cast dentistry
latex-enamel paint, thread, plastic sheet
(2) mop and pom (form)
latex-enamel paint, paint can lid, mop handle
(3) skin (scape): 8-15
latex-enamel paint
(4) After the lecture at the former White Pier
polystyrene foam and latex-enamel paint
(5) for the protection of male fragility
reclaimed toilet seat cover, hard hat, black latex-enamel paint, spray paint

Khadija Ann Tarver
now on view:
(1) I Threw A Brick Through A Window (2018)
craigslist window, craigslist Afghani runner, red brick from my mother’s house
10’ x15’ x 20’
(2) The problems of Albertine are lying and lesbianism (2018)
basement glass, red brick from my mother’s house
1.5’ x 1.5’
forthcoming:
I Threw A Brick Through A Window (or the Transposition Theory) (2018)
craigslist window, craigslist Afghani runner, red brick from my mother’s house
10’ x15’ x 20’
Everything, indeed, is at least double (2018)
Cedar 2x4’, craigslist window, craigslist rugs, red brick from my mother’s house
6’ x65’ x 90’

Dewa Dorje
Excerpts and highlights from three comedy sets (2017-2018) edited for exhibition by Molly Mac, who
has been documenting/close reading Dewa’s headlining shows since 2016. Instagram @d_dorje for
upcoming performances.
(1) Monitor Pair>>Black Monitor: socks and family
(2) Monitor Pair>>White Monitor with headphones: I’m a feminist, so // I’m a feminist, but
(3) Red Wheel Monitor in Red hallway: mistakes on repeat
(BLUE/PURPLE SET)
Deport THIS! Gallery 1412, Seattle, WA | Feb 16, 2017
*a benefit for the Northwest Immigrant Rights Project, hosted by Clara Pluton
(BLACK SET)
Odd Babes Present (feature comic) The Royal Room, Seattle, WA | April 29, 2017
(LAUGHS/RED CURTAIN SET)
Laugh Back: Comedy Show to Benefit NWDC Resistance Laughs, Seattle, WA | Aug 23, 2018
*hosted by Clara Pluton

Mario Lemafa
A - mana
Candy, saran, plastic, wood | 3’x3’x5’
2018

E.T. Russian
Hello
HD video comic with voice described video | 3 min 45 seconds
2018

Andy Fallat
(1) Perpetual Present
Copper, polished stainless steel, glass, water, condensation, Walnut, brass levelling feet vinyl
asterisk, shadow
2018
(2) Cyclide
Drypoint etching
2018

* (from a text 9.04.18) “Could you get a vinyl asterisk around 36 type in whatever font fits for the exhibition
didactics?”
(from an email 7.12.18) “I’m fabricating another cyclide1 like the wire frame one hanging in the studio out of
copper. I want there to be a hint of the light that is reflected about the inside of the shape. Hopefully pointing to
the “stuff” contained in the shape as having a thingness or presence apart from the vessel(?)
I’m also working on wrapping my head around my memory of a toy that my grandpa made, a fisherman with a
walnut head, balancing precariously while fishing for another walnut. (another cyclide2?) It might be associated
somehow through distance. Still have lots to unpack with this thing as my research revealed a racist history of this
toy that I was not aware of...
I am also making a hollow steel rock.”

1.

The cyclides are the envelopes of spheres (C) the centers of which describe a curve or a surface (G0) (the deferent) and such that a
fixed point O has a constant power p with respect to these spheres (this notion is therefore analogous to that of cyclic curve in the
plane). They are therefore circled surfaces. https://www.mathcurve.com/surfaces/cyclid/cyclid.shtml

2.

“Quantum mechanics extends this relativity in a radical way: all variable aspects of an object exist only in relation to other objects. It
is only in interactions that nature draws the world.” (Carlo Rovelli, Reality is not What It Seems: The Elusive Structure of the Universe
and the Journey to Quantum Gravity)

